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How one learns strategies: processes and representation of strategy acquisition.
ANZAI, Y. (CMU)

Experience with a refinement paradigm in a Knowledge-based automatic programming system.
BARSTOW, D.R. (Yale)

On strategies for the synthesis of Algorithms.
BIBEL, W. (Munchen)

A (self-adapting) network for recognition of visual structures.
BIRCH, F. (Sussex)

Dialogues in ACTOR nets.
BOHM, H.P. (Bonn) FISCHER, H.L. (Karlsruhe) RAULEFS, P

The FIT approach to AI languages.
BOLEY, H. (Hamburg)

Dangerous Behaviour.
BRADY, J.M. (Essex)

Experimental Learning Model.
BRAZDIL, P. (Edinburgh)

Understanding the image forming process.
BROOKS, M.J. (Essex)

A sequent calculus for modal quantificational logic.
BROWN, F.M. (Edinburgh)

Analysing and representing Natural Language in Logic.
BROWN, F.M. (Edinburgh) SCHWIND, C.B. (Munchen)
Knowledge about knowledge: making decisions in Mechanics
Problem Solving.
BUNDY, A. (Edinburgh) LUGER, G. MELLISH, C. PALMER, M.

A theorem prover dating a semantic network.
CHAMPEAUX, D de (Amsterdam)

Determining the orientation of surfaces from optical flow.
CLOCKSIN, W.F. (Edinburgh)

Problem solving by hyperplanning.
EICK, Ch (Bonn) RAULEFS, F. (Karlsruhe)

Paramodulated connection graphs.
EISINGER, N. (Karlsruhe) SIEKMANN, J. WRIGHTSON, G.
WRIGHTSON, G.

A system for visual-like understanding of LISP programs.
GOOSSENS, D. (Paris)

A method for computing heuristics in problem-solving.
GUIDA, G. (Milan) SOMALVICO, M.

HAM-RPM: Natural dialogues with an artificial partner.
HAHN, W.V. (Hamburg) HOEPPNER, W. JAMESON, A. WAHLSTER, W.

A multiprocessor system for knowledge representation and
manipulation.
HANNA, F.K. (Canterbury) HARWOOD, W.T.

Program synthesis in predicate logic.
HOGGER, C.J. (London)

Vision
HORN, B.K.P. (MIT)
An example of computational creativity.
Kahn, K.M. (MIT) p164

A sane algorithm for the synthesis of LISP functions from example problems: the "BOYER and MOORE algorithm".
Kodratoff, Y. (Paris) Fargues, J. p169

A study in the applications of theorem proving.

A quasi-parallel contour following algorithm.
Merko, L. (Budapest) p189

Advice table representations of chess end-game knowledge.
Michie, D. (Edinburgh) Bratko, I. (Ljubljana) p194

Representation of phonetic and phonemic knowledge in a speech understanding system.
Mori, R De (Torino) Laface, P. p201

The last survey of Representation of Knowledge.
McDermott, D. (Yale) p206

Best-first interpretation of imperfect object contours.
Neumann, B. (Hamburg) p222

A production rule account of errors in children's subtraction.
O'Shea, T. (Edinburgh) Young, R.M. p229

A philosophy of 'wicked' problem implementation.
Partridge, D. (New Mexico) p238

A humanlike approach for automatic theorem proving.
Pastre, D. (Paris) p248
A network representation for procedural knowledge.
PILLIFS, B. (Illinois/CC)  
pp253

A computational study of a period of infant development.
PRAZDNY, K. (Essex)  
pp258

Parameterized region extraction for the description of moving objects.
RADIG, B. (Hamburg)  
pp263

Predictions and procedures in semantically-based grammar.
RITCHIE, G.D. (Edinburgh)  
pp273

What’s in a social action for U?
ROSNER, M. (Essex)  
pp283

A conversational system which understands short stories.
SABAH, G. (Paris)  
pp293

What structure does a LISP program have - besides being a set of procedures?
SANDEWALL, E. (Linkoping)  
pp298

Representing Actions by State Logic.
SCHWIND, C.B. (Munchen)  
pp304

Representation and Control in Vision.
SLOMAN, A. (Sussex) OWEN, D. HINTON, G. BIRCH, F. O’GORMAN, F.  
pp309

Design for a plan hypothesizer.
SRIDHARAN, N.S. (Rutgers) SMITH, D.  
pp315

The frame shift mechanism in Natural Language.
STEELS, L. (MIT)  
pp325
Planning in uncertain environments through situation calculus.
STEPANKOVA, O. (Prague)  p330

Completeness and soundness of the connection graph proof procedure.
STEPHAN, W. (Karlsruhe)  SIEKMANN, J.  p340

Common-sense Representation.
SUZMAN, P.L. (Edinburgh)  p345

Toward greater generality in AI.
UHR, L. (Wisconsin)  KOCHEN, M. (Michigan)  p351

AI Programming Methodology.
WIELINGA, B.J. (Amsterdam)  p355

Grammar discovery as data compression.
WOLFF, J.G. (Dundee)  p375